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The possible role that temporal context plays in recall has been a recurring theme within 

the spacing literature. This study aims to determine whether remembering an item’s temporal 

context makes that item more likely to be recalled. Participants were shown lists of spaced and 

singleton words. The measure of temporal context knowledge was a test on memory-for-when: 

that is, indicating the serial position of any previous repetition of each word on the list. An 

accurate guess (plus or minus two positions) was assumed to indicate probable temporal context 

knowledge. In Experiment 1, a free recall test was used in order to test the effects of knowing 

temporal context on recall. To examine the impact of having an accurate memory-for-when 

(MFW), the probability of recall on the final test was assessed as a function of location recall 

accuracy during the study phase. While items with access to temporal context via MFW were 

recalled more often than items without MFW, the effect seemed to be primarily driven by the 

primacy region. Experiment 2 added an incidental learning task to remove this possible 

confound. The benefits of having MFW persisted in Experiment 2 even without primacy. 

Together, these findings implicate a role for having access to an item’s temporal context in 

memory where items with strong connection to temporal context are more likely to be later 

recalled.  
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CHAPTER I: REMEMBERING WHEN TO BETTER RECALL WHAT 

Introduction 

 One of the fundamental questions about memory is why we benefit from a 

repetition and why are some repetitions more beneficial than others. For example, repetitions that 

are spaced farther apart promote retention better than repetitions that appear consecutively, 

which is known as the spacing effect (e.g., Crowder, 1976; Delaney et al., 2010; Dempster, 1989; 

Hintzman, 1974; Maddox, 2016). Comparatively, a participant is more likely to remember an 

item after multiple spaced exposures than after only one longer massed exposure (e.g., Carpenter 

et al., 2012; Hintzman, 1976; Toppino & Gerbier, 2014). In order to benefit from spaced 

repetitions, though, some theories suggest that people must somehow connect (consciously or 

unconsciously) the individual repetitions into a representation that supports later recall (Delaney 

et al., 2010; Hintzman, 2004, 2010; Wahlheim et al., 2014).  Moreover, the benefit of a repetition 

is also dependent on it being recognized as previously shown (Asch, 1969; Bellezza et al., 1975; 

Melton, 1967; Thios & D’Agostino, 1976; Wahlheim et al. 2014). In each of these cases, some 

repetitions are more beneficial than others. 

 In this paper I will investigate whether a third factor that has been suggested 

several times in the literature plays an important role in determining a repetition’s benefit to 

memory: whether or not access to an item’s temporal contextual information matters (Delaney et 

al., 2010; Howard & Kahana, 2002; Malmberg & Shiffrin, 2005, Sahakyan et al., 2013). 

Temporal context is defined as information about the time scale in which items are presented 

(Howard & Kahana, 2002) and has been argued by some authors to be used at retrieval similarly 

to other forms of context such as environmental context (Sahakyan et al., 2013). Theoretically, 

temporal context aids recall by serving as a retrieval cue for an item, increasing the likelihood of 
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retrieving it. A person who has information about the temporal context of an item should 

therefore recall the item more often than a person who has no such knowledge, and similarly, 

items for which a person has information about temporal context should be better remembered 

than items for which the same person has no such information. Access to temporal context 

information when trying to recall repeated items has been proposed in several theories to be 

crucial to the benefits of a spaced repetition (e.g., Delaney et al., 2010; Howard & Kahana, 2002; 

Malmberg & Shiffrin, 2005).  

The existence of temporal context is assumed in order to make memory theories work but 

there is no experimental method widely accepted to test whether a given item has temporal 

context information associated with it or not. The present project draws on earlier literature on 

memory-for-when to try and change that. Specifically, I will propose that access to an item’s 

temporal context memory can be assessed in part via memory-for-when, which will influence 

later memory for that item. Hintzman and Block (1973) proposed that the specific time is 

recorded along with the item, which allows for each of the study events to be viewed as 

separable events.  As evidence that people store memory-for-when, they noted that people are 

able to recall each location of an item shown twice within a list. This suggests that the ability for 

a person to recall exactly where in a list an item occurred (temporal position) is accomplished by 

retrieving stored temporal context information. In comparison, temporal order judgments 

(deciding which of two items came first in a list) could in principle be accomplished through 

relative familiarity of the items, or by using item-to-item associations, and therefore does not 

necessarily require the retrieval of temporal context (Unsworth & Brewer, 2009).  Access to an 

item’s specific memory-for-when can be used as an index to having that item’s specific temporal 
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context. This project attempts to use Hintzman and Block’s methods to better understand how 

context memory is involved in free recall.  

Effects of Sensory and Temporal Context Information on Memory 

 While studying an item, information beyond the scope of the targeted item is incidentally 

encoded as contextual information.  Contextual information may include such things as sensory 

experiences and internal states such as mood (see Klein et al., 2007; Smith & Vela, 2001). 

Examples of sensory contextual information would include the smell of the candle burning in the 

room while you studied or the temperature of the study room. Environmental context, which is 

tied to a specific location, has also been shown to influence memory (Smith et al., 2018;). 

Memory tends to be best when the initial study context and the test context are matched; 

context acts a retrieval cue for memories which increases recall (for a meta-analysis, see Smith & 

Vela, 2001). The claim that context plays a role in memory is supported by other, real-world 

examples (e.g. Hamilton, 2011; Sahakyan, 2010). For example, Hamilton (2011) described 

anecdotal reports from oral histories that smell could trigger vivid memories (the Proust effect), 

while Godden and Baddeley (1975) showed that recall was better when the testing and study 

phase took place in the same environment – in this case, lists learned underwater were best 

recalled underwater.   

In more recent memory literature, contextual information which describes time, or 

temporal context, has been theorized to have an important role in memory retrieval. Studies 

supporting models which rely on temporal context or contiguity to predict recall (Greene, 1989; 

Hintzman, 2003, 2016; Howard & Kahana, 2002; Howard et al., 2015) have provided evidence 

for the benefits of having temporal context. For example, in free recall, people often recall items 

that were presented near in time to the item they just recalled, a finding known as the temporal 
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contiguity effect (Howard & Kahana, 2002). Moreover, Lohnas et al. (2011) found that in free 

recall, participants that recalled items in order retrieved more correct items. These findings have 

been interpreted as evidence that the temporal context of the last item retrieved is an important 

cue used to generate the next item in free recall. The Search of Associative Memory (SAM) and 

Retrieving Effectively from Memory (REM) models of memory explicitly separate contextual 

information from item information (Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997; 

Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981). These theories model how items are retrieved from memory, 

operating on the assumption that as a memory trace is encoded, the item is encoded along with 

contextual and associative information. In spaced repetitions, the link between the item and its 

original context is assumed to be strengthened during repetitions, causing it to be sampled more 

often than items with weaker connections to context (e.g., Malmberg & Shiffrin, 2005; Sahakyan 

et al., 2008; Sahakyan & Malmberg, 2018). 

         Assuming that temporal context plays a role in connecting an item to its 

surroundings (as suggested by contiguity effects), a good proxy for temporal context would be 

the ability to recall where an item was presented within a list, or memory-for-when. Contiguity 

implies that we retrieve temporal context when we think of an item, and then use that as a cue to 

retrieve subsequent items. Therefore, memory-for-when could be used to directly test the 

retrieval of context information. 

 Memory-for-when is a very precise and explicit kind of temporal context 

recollection.  Other implicit types of temporal context information, like having a feeling that an 

item was closer to the beginning or the end of a list, may also exist. Similarly, less precise 

explicit information such as that the item was in the first half of the list may also exist. Explicit 

memory-for-when is sufficient to conclude people have temporal context information, but the 
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absence of memory-for-when does not necessarily preclude that other temporal contextual 

information is present. Thus, using only memory-for-when as an indicator that temporal context 

information is available is a conservative test of memory for temporal context information. 

How Temporal Context Explains Empirical Facts About Repetition 

 Any theory of repetition effects needs to be able to explain why some repetitions 

are better than others and why unrecognized repetitions lack the same benefit as recognized ones. 

The purpose of this study is not to provide support for one of these theories over another, but 

rather to provide support for a general mechanism that is implicated in all of these theories. 

Temporal context-based theories assume that temporal context has a role in connecting an object 

to its surroundings and that memory and repetition effects depend on the recognition of a 

repetition as such. If both of these assumptions are true, then spaced repetitions that have 

accurate temporal placement / memory-for-when should show greater free recall than items with 

incorrect placement.  There are a variety of different theories of spaced repetition that would all 

be consistent with this assumption, such as encoding variability (Melton, 1967, 1970), the 

recursive reminding hypothesis (Hintzman, 2004, 2010), study-phase retrieval (Delaney et al., 

2018; Greene, 1989; Hintzman & Block, 1973), and Search of Associative Memory and 

Retrieving Effectively from Memory theories (Malmberg & Shiffrin, 2005; Murnane & Phelps, 

1995; Raaijmakers, 2003). My goal is not to adjudicate between the different theories, but rather 

to note that memory-for-when being greater for recalled items than unrecalled items is consistent 

with many popular theoretical accounts of spacing. 

Why Does Spacing Benefit Memory? 

           In many theories of repetition effects, there is an underlying connection between 

context information and the ability to recall an item: the more context information that is 
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connected to repetition the more valuable the repetition (Greene, 1989; Hintzman, 2004, 2010; 

Melton, 1967, 1970). For example, the encoding variability theory claims that each experience is 

recorded alongside the contextual information and the degree of contextual difference between 

the study and restudy of an item is what determines the repetition’s value, or benefit, (Melton, 

1967, 1970). Here the encoded information is believed to serve as connections that can be used 

to recall said item. Massed items lack the contextual differences found in spaced items and 

therefore have fewer connections to recall an item (Lohnas et al., 2011; Martin, 1972). Similarly, 

the reminding account and study phase retrieval theories of context both highlight the retrieval of 

a previously shown item and the encoding of the change in context between repetitions (Greene, 

1989; Hintzman, 2004, 2010). In the reminding account, the act of retrieving an item from 

memory allows for the encoding of new associations between the item being retrieved and the 

context of the current setting. This process creates configural representations where the memory 

of later events also includes the operation of reminding and the earlier event. The embedded act 

of remembering a previous can facilitate memory for temporal order by linking the recollection 

of current and past events and creating a distinction between the two (e.g., Wahlheim & Jacoby, 

2013; Wahlheim & Zacks., 2019).  

Why is Recognition of Repetitions Important?  

 All of the above-mentioned theories depend on additional contextual information 

being encoded during spaced repetitions. These theories assume that additional connections 

made during spaced repetitions between an item and different contexts will, in turn, make the 

repetitions more memorable. While memory-for-when is more specific than simply recognizing 

an item as old, the ability to recognize an item is a precondition for memory-for-when. Thus, if 
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one fails during repetition to make contact with or recall the earlier presentation, then the 

benefits of spacing for that repetition will be reduced. 

           Following this logic, a forgotten repetition or forgotten first appearance will not be 

able to connect to its unique context and will not provide the benefit of spacing, a claim which 

aligns with previous findings (Asch, 1969; Bellezza et al., 1975; Melton, 1967; Thios & 

D’Agostino, 1976). For example, Asch (1969) had participants study and learn word pairs in two 

separate lists. One-word pair was identified as a “critical pair” and was present in both lists. 

After learning the second list, participants were asked about recognizing a critical pair from the 

previous list. Participants who could not identify a critical pair from the first list were classified 

as a “nonrecognition” subject. There was no difference in recall between the non-recognized 

critical pair and a pair that was only learned once. Conversely, critical pairs that were recognized 

as existing in both lists had a superior recall in comparison to items learned once. This finding 

suggests that if participants cannot recognize a repetition, they will have to relearn it as if it were 

a new item. 

           Similar findings were obtained by Thios and D’Agostino (1976), who had 

participants first read a list of sentences aloud and later asked them to transform a phrase within 

each sentence from using active language to passive. After both of these tasks were completed, 

participants had to complete a free recall task. A spacing effect was only obtained in the retrieval 

conditions where when participants had to actively retrieve an item's first occurrence. Moreover, 

sentences that were correctly transformed in the restudy phase, which required memory of the 

first repetition, had better free recall than items that were incorrectly transformed. Participants 

would not have been able to correctly transform the sentence if they did not have access to the 

first presentation.  
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 More recently, Hintzman (2001) tasked participants in two experiments with 

studying word lists. During the memory portion of the test, participants were instructed to 

indicate an item as being either new or old. If old, participants were then asked to indicate if they 

remembered specific details about that item or if the item only seemed familiar. In the judgments 

of frequency task (JOFs), participants were asked to indicate how many times a word was 

repeated in the previous list.  A similar task was also completed for judgments of recency (JORs) 

with participants indicating if an item had been previously shown and recording how recent the 

last presentation of that item was. In both JOFs and JORs, items that were remembered had more 

accurate memory judgments than their familiar counterparts.  

The Role of Temporal Context 

           Based on existing theories of repetition, if temporal context can be assumed to 

behave like other forms of context, it can be expected that the when people can access to a 

repetition’s temporal context, they should be more likely to recall that item. In any of the above 

theories, temporal context or memory-for-when can be used to connect a repetition’s unique 

context information to an item.   

 In terms of encoding variability, the difference in time between repetitions would 

create additional context which is expected to aid in an item’s recall. In the reminding account, 

access to temporal context may provide a pathway to recall that is easier to access than other 

associations. The change “in when” from one repetition to the second would account for the 

additional contextual information (Greene, 1989). The role of temporal context as theorized in 

study-phase retrieval is also supported by other studies that focused on spaced repetitions versus 

exposure time and the limits of contextual encoding (Malmberg & Shiffrin, 2005; Murnane & 

Phelps, 1995). Malmberg & Shiffrin (2005) hypothesized that a limited amount of context can be 
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stored per repetition and that beyond the initial 1-2 s of contact with an item, additional time has 

little impact on quantity context stored. The value of a spaced repetition over a massed repetition 

could be explained as spaced learning encoding more retrieval cues. Testing memory-for-when 

provides a way to gauge the accessibility to an item’s temporal context in a way that is more than 

just recognizing it as old. Accurate memory-for-when would indicate that a person can readily 

access an item’s context and would therefore be more likely to recall that item in comparison to 

items with limited access to the context.   

The Present Research 

 In the current experiment, study items were presented twice. When participants 

were able to successfully identify a repeated item as old, they were then tasked to indicate where 

that item appeared in the previous list. When the location of an item is identified within two 

spaces, the participant was considered to have memory-for-when for that item.  Theoretically we 

assume that memory-for-when can be used to index an individual’s access to temporal context.  

As we mentioned earlier, many theories of memory propose that temporal context is one of the 

cues used to retrieve items in free recall.  

 In the present study, when items are seen a second time during study, we ask 

participants to identify memory-for-when (temporal context information) given the item. If they 

are able to do this, then they should later be able to use the temporal context to help retrieve the 

items, too. But is using temporal context to retrieve items really the same as using the items to 

retrieve temporal context? I note that one feature of memory and cued recall is that associations 

are usually reversible; i.e., if Item A is a cue for Item B, then after study B is usually a good cue 

for item A (Carpenter et al., 2006; Kahana, 2002; Norton, 2016; Murdock, 1966). If we use 

temporal context to cue an item and if temporal context behaves like other cues, then we would 
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assume that an item could also be used to retrieve temporal context. I would also assume that if 

temporal context behaves like any other association, that a person who can accurately place 

items in a previous list to have greater access the item’s temporal context. 

 The current study aims to test whether having access to memory-for-when 

increases the benefit of a repetition on a final recall test due to its role as an index of temporal 

context.  Logically a repetition should be more beneficial when its temporal context information 

can be recalled. The difference in recall between items with memory-for-when and without 

memory-for-when should be indicative of the benefit of having temporal context for a repetition.  

 Because contemporary memory models like REM assume that recall is more 

dependent on context information than is recognition (Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997), the present 

study also aimed to compare the effects of having memory-for-when on recall tests.  Specifically, 

I showed participants two lists of words. List 1 contained the first presentation of 25 spaced 

items and List 2 contained both the second presentation of the spaced items and 25 new singleton 

items. During List 2, participants were asked to identify whether the item currently shown was 

present in the previous list or not. If so, then they were asked to identify when the item occurred 

in the original list (from Position 1 to Position 25). Correct memory-for-when occurred if 

participants accurately identified an item as old and could accurately recall the location of the 

item in List 1 to within 2 items of the correct serial position.  After List 2, participants took a free 

recall test.  The key hypothesis was that more accurate memory-for-when would lead to higher 

free recall than items that do not have memory-for-when, while for recognition, there would little 

difference between those who have and lack memory-for-when.   

 The existence of temporal context is generally inferred rather than measured 

directly. Since time is a form of context, I expected that knowing the time that an item appeared 
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on a list would facilitate recall. Consequently, I tested peoples’ explicit memory for temporal 

context information during a repetition and see whether it affects the likelihood of later recall. By 

testing if a participant can recall information about an item’s temporal context information 

during the study phase, I aimed to predict the likelihood that the participant will be able to later 

recall that item.   
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CHAPTER II: EXPERIMENTS 

Experiment 1 

 Experiment 1’s main goal was to test whether having accurate memory-for-when 

for repetitions that occur during the study phase would be associated with higher free recall rates 

compared to items that were recognized but without accurate memory-for-when. Participants 

were given two lists that consisted with spaced and singleton repetitions and were tasked with 

identifying if an item had been previously presented and if so, where in the list did the item first 

appear. After both lists were completed, participants were tasked with recalling as many items 

from any part of the test as they could. I report how I determined my sample size, all data 

exclusions, all manipulations, and all measures in the study (Simmons et al. 2010). 

Method 

Participants 

Students from the University of North Carolina Greensboro participated in exchange for 

course credit. Complications due to COVID led to data being collected three different ways: 

participants were tested individually with 17 participants meeting in person with an 

experimenter, 8 participants meeting with an experimenter via webcam and 59 participants 

completing the experiment online without an experimenter. The data from 3 of the online 

participants were dropped and replaced because they did not complete the task. The data of 84 

participants was used in the analysis. Students who had previously participated in a memory-for-

when study were not eligible to sign up for this study. 

Materials. A pool of 50 two-syllable words rated 5 or higher on imagery from the 

Toronto Noun Pool was divided into two sets of 25 and assigned to serve either as spaced items 

(which are shown once in the study phase and once in the restudy phase) or singletons items 
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(which were only shown in the restudy phase). The assignment of words to the spaced and 

singleton conditions, as well as the order in which the words were presented was randomized.  

Procedure. The study was conducted in three phases: the study phase, restudy phase, and 

test phase (Figure 1 provides an overview of the procedure used). In the study phase, participants 

were instructed to study the items for a future memory test. The first of two spaced repetitions 

for 25 items were presented in a random order (the second presentation was later, during the 

restudy phase). Each word appeared in black print on the center of the white computer screen 

background for 5 s before automatically transitioning to the next. After studying all items, 

participants received instructions on how to complete the restudy phase. The instructions used 

while administering the test can be found in Appendix A. 
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Figure 1 Methodology Diagram 

 

 Note. Schematic of procedure for Experiment 1. 

In the restudy phase, the second presentation of all 25 spaced items and the 25 singleton 

items were intermixed in a random order. Each word appeared in black print on the center of the 

computer screen for 5 s before automatically transitioning to a set of boxes labeled “new” and 

“old.” Participants indicated whether they thought the item was shown previously (i.e., “old”) or 

not (i.e., “new”). When participants checked the “old” box, a slider then appeared and the 

participant was asked to locate where in the previous list they thought they saw the word (from 

Position 1 to 25). There was no time limit for participants to check the box or to use the slider 

but time spent on each question was still recorded. An image of the slider can be found in 

Appendix B. The slider contained 25 points for each word in the list so that the participants could 

suggest where in the list they believe the word to have originally occurred. In order to deter 

knowingly inaccurate guesses, participants were also given the option to check a box labeled “I 
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have no clue.” After completing the questions for an item, the next word appeared as before, and 

the process repeated. Participants were told that this section would be scored, that points would 

be awarded for correctly identifying an old word, and that extra points would be awarded for 

correctly identifying where within two items it had appeared during the study phase, with a small 

penalty for incorrectly guessing the location of the item. The idea of points was introduced to 

motivate participants, but no points were recorded or analyzed. 

In the testing phase, participants were given a screen with 50 blank spaces and were 

instructed to free recall as many words as they could from any part of the experiment. 

Participants were given 4 m to recall as many words as possible and told that points would be 

awarded for each correct answer.  

 Pilot Study. A brief pilot study (n = 7) was run prior to running the main 

experiment just to verify that there were no floor or ceiling effects. The mean recall was 13.8 and 

participants did not report confusion with the instructions, so I proceeded with the experiment.  

 Power Analysis. As the effects of memory-for-when at repetition on final recall 

is unknown, medium/small effects size dz=.4 was chosen as the smallest effect size of interest 

because I wanted to be conservative using Cohen's (1988) criteria. With ß = .95 and α = 0.05, the 

program G*Power was used to calculate the needed sample size of n = 84 for a within-group t-

test comparing the final recall proportion for items that had memory for when during the study 

phase and items not having memory for when during the study phase (Faul et al., 2009). 

Participants who correctly identified two or fewer items as old during the restudy phase were 

replaced for noncompliance.  

Results  
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 Five planned analyses were run. α was set to .05 for all experiments. Out of all 

items recalled from study phase, the average proportion of items that had correct memory-for-

when was M = .29 (SD = .21), incorrect memory-for-when M = .48 (SD = .17), and items 

incorrectly identified as new M = .23 (SD = .14). 

Analyses Related to Final Free Recall  

Free recall was scored as correct if the recalled word matched a word from either the 

study or restudy phase, allowing for spelling errors and pluralization. Synonyms were not 

counted as correct.  

Repetition effects on final recall.  Our first analysis addressed the question of whether 

or not repetition increased recall. A within-subjects t-test was used to compare the number of 

correctly recalled spaced items and singleton items on the final free recall test. The effect of 

spaced repetition on final free recall is presented in Figure 2. Spaced items (M = .40, SD = .21) 

were recalled significantly more often than singletons were (M = .27, SD = .17), t(83) = 4.41, p < 

.001, dz = .63. 
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Figure 2 Repetition Effects on Final Recall 

  

Note. Raincloud plot of the proportion recalled on final test as a function of repetition.  

Effects of recognition at repetition during the restudy phase on final recall.   

 Past research has shown that the benefit of study repetitions was dependent on 

recognizing if the items had been previously shown (e.g, Wahlheim et al. 2014). To determine if 

this was also true in our data, a within-subjects one-way ANOVA was run to compare the 

proportion of correctly-called-old spaced, incorrectly-called-new spaced (i.e., misses), and 

singleton words recalled during the testing phase. This represents the benefit of identifying an 

item as a repetition. If the benefits of repetition on final free recall were dependent on 

recognizing if an item has been previously shown during the restudy phase, we would expect to 

see significant differences between the correctly-called-old and incorrectly-called-new 
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conditions.  Four participants with a zero-proportion for any of the component item types were 

dropped to avoid divide by zero errors in the analysis. In the pilot, no participants had a zero-

recall rate for any of the item types.  

Figure 3 shows the results. The within-subjects one-way ANOVA revealed that the 

percentage of recalled items differed significantly between correctly-called-old spaced, 

incorrectly-called-new spaced, and singletons items F(2,237) = 23.37, MSE = .05 p < .001 , η2 = 

.10. Correctly-called-old spaced items (M = .45, SD = .21) were recalled significantly more often 

than both incorrectly-called-new spaced items (misses; M = .19, SD = .27), t(79) = 8.15, p < 

.001, dz = 1.04, and singleton items (M = .27, SD = .17), t(79) = 5.608, p < .001, dz = 0.95. 

Singleton items were also recalled significantly more often than incorrectly-called-new spaced 

items, t(79) = -2.18, p < .05, dz = 0.31.  
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Figure 3 Effects of Recognition at Repetition During the Restudy Phase on Final Recall 

 

Note. Raincloud plot of the proportion recalled on the final free recall test.  

 Effects of memory-for-when at repetition on final recall. The next analysis addressed 

the critical prediction that a greater proportion of items with memory-for-when would be recalled 

than items without memory-for-when. A within-subjects t-test was used to compare the 

proportion of correctly recalled items that were recognized as old and either had or lacked 

memory-for-when (plus or minus two items) and items whose locations in the study phase were 

not correctly (see Figure 4). Only items that were correctly called old were used in the analysis. 
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An item was considered to have memory-for-when if the guessed location in the restudy phase 

falls within two items of the actual location, and incorrect when no guess was recorded or the 

guess was beyond two items of the actual location. Spaced items with correct memory-for-when 

(M = .55, SD = .32) were recalled significantly more often than spaced items without correct 

memory-for-when (M = .39, SD = .24), t(83) = 3.94, p < .001, dz = 0.53.  

Figure 4 Effects of Memory-For-When at Repetition on Final Recall 

  

Note. Raincloud plot of the proportions of items recognized as old during the restudy 

phase on final recall. 
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Analyses of Temporal Accuracy 

All previous studies on memory-for-when have followed Hintzman and Block (1971) by 

reporting the correlation between the input location and the average guessed temporal location 

for studied items.  Hintzman and Block (1971) also included a plot showing the mean guessed 

temporal location for each item as a function of serial position at input, including only items that 

people correctly recalled the temporal location. The mean temporal response was then correlated 

with the original-list input position. This method weights people who get a lot of hits more 

heavily, since they provide a larger proportion of the responses. Since this analysis is the original 

basis for assuming that shows people’s memory-for-when judgment are sensitive to the input 

order, a significant correlation was anticipated. A low correlation would imply that people do not 

have the ability to recall where an item is in a list. A high correlation would indicate the ability to 

accurately recall the location of previously shown items.  

Figure 5 plots the average guessed position for each item as a function of its serial 

position. The analysis of temporal location accuracy found a r(23) = .96, p < .001, correlation 

between the average position in memory for when judgments for each item and its actual 

position. However, an autocorrelation analysis of the position to position error found an r(21) = 

.62, p = .003, correlation between the error of one position and the next, indicating a significant 

deviation from linearity. 
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Figure 5 Temporal Location Accuracy 

 

Note. Scatter plot of mean position guessed by people indicating memory-for-when as a 

function of actual serial position.  

Analyses of Output Order 

To test whether some items are recalled earlier on the final recall test, I used a procedure 

developed by Bjork and Whitten (1974) to calculate output position percentiles. The procedure 

calculates the average output position during free recall to see if items from one category are 

output earlier than the items other categories. If items of a particular category are output later 

than others, we can infer that output interference may impact the recall rates.  For each 

participant, the output percentile was calculated for each item as the average nominal output 

position of items recalled from each category of item (singletons, repeated/unrecognized, 

repeated/wrong temporal location judgment, and repeated/correct temporal location judgment) 
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divided by the total number of items recalled by that participant. Thus, higher numbers indicate 

later output. The data of 21 participants were omitted to avoid zero percentiles for items with 

memory-for-when and items recognized as old.  

The primary question of interest is whether or not items with memory-for-when are 

output earlier than other items called old during the study phase. The analyses of output order did 

not indicate that items that with memory-for-when (M = .45, SD = .21) were output earlier than 

items that solely identified as old (M = .52, SD = .16), t(62) = 1.67, p = .06, dz = 0.38, although 

the results were in the predicted direction. 

Post-Hoc Analyses  

 One concern is that there are primacy effects on memory-for-when accuracy 

(Delaney et al., 2020; Hintzman & Block, 1971), and there are also primacy effects in memory 

for words (e.g., Murdock, 1962). Consequently, a possibility worth considering is that any 

benefits of memory-for-when reflect only the primacy region’s general memory advantage. 

Serial position curves for all items, as well as items with memory-for-when were plotted 

to informally examine if the proportion of items with memory-for-when were evenly distributed. 

Figure 6 shows the serial position function of the study phase. There appeared to be a robust 

primacy effect during the study phase with little evidence for recency.  Figure 7 shows the serial 

position function for the restudy phase and reflects a recency effect for restudied items. Taken 

together, these graphs show clear evidence for a primacy effect for the study phase and a recency 

effect in the restudy phase. The location of the recency and primacy regions across Figures 6 and 

7 suggest that people treated the study and restudy phases as one long list, rather than two 

separate lists, as there was no recency effect in Figure 6 and no primacy effect in Figure 7. 
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Moreover, items showing memory-for-when were distributed approximately uniformly across 

Figure 7. 

Figure 6 Serial Position During Study Phase 

 

Note.  Bar graph of the proportion of participants who recalled an item at each item 

position.  

Figure 7 Serial Position During Restudy Phase 
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Note. Bar graph of the proportion of participants who recalled an item at each item 

position during the restudy phase. 

 

 Figure 8 shows what percentage of recalled items at each serial position that showed 

memory for when. The distribution of memory-for-when in Figure 7 shows both a single item 

recency and robust primacy effect which might suggest that memory-for-when may benefit from 

factors like recency and primacy. 

Figure 8 Percentage of Recall with Memory-For-When Per Item Position 

 

Note. Bar graph of the percentage of items recalled with memory-for-when at each item 

position. 

Once concern is that any observed benefit of memory-for-when shows primacy and free 

recall shows better memory for items in the primacy region. Therefore, the benefit of memory-
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for-when may be due to the confounding of the primacy region which is driving the effect.  After 

removing the first 6 items (which made up the primacy region), a post hoc comparative t-test was 

run between items with memory-for-when (M = .39, SD = .35) and correctly called old items 

without memory-for-when (M = .39, SD = .27), and no longer found a significant difference in 

the likelihood of recall, t(83) = -0.07, p = .94, dz = 0.00.  

Discussion 

 The primary purpose of Experiment 1 was to show that having memory-for-when 

(which I argued is associated with temporal context) increased the likelihood of an item being 

recalled during a free recall test. This result would be expected by theories of memory theories of 

memory which are context- based and believe that context is used to begin recall. The results of 

the analysis for memory-for-when at repetition on final recall aligned with our hypothesis that 

the proportion of items with memory-for-when recalled would greater than items without 

temporal context. Having access to memory-for-when was linked to higher rates of final recall.  

 Participants were also found to have good calibration for memory-for-when with 

a list size of 25. A correlation such as .96 would not have been expected if participants did not 

have access to memory-for-when and is broadly consistent with theories that suggest that 

temporal context plays an important role in recall.  

 Experiment 1 also replicated previous research that if an item is not recognized as 

a repetition, then it does not receive a benefit from the previous exposure (Asch, 1969; Bellezza 

et al., 1975; Melton, 1967; Thios & D’Agostino, 1976). However, beyond not receiving a benefit 

from the first repetition, missed items were found to suffer in comparison to baseline singleton 

items. This finding contradicts the both early spacing literature (Asch, 1969) and current spacing 

theory such as the study-phase retrieval account (Hitntzman & Block, 1973) by suggesting a cost 
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for failing to recognize an item. One explanation would be the possibility of a selection bias 

where items that were easier showed memory-for-when and missed words were more difficult. If 

memory-for-when was driven by an overall selection bias, then certain words would be expected 

to be recalled more often than others. Differences in item difficulty may also be idiosyncratic 

where some items may be easier to remember than others for a given individual. It may be 

coincidental that the previous literature did not find a cost for missed repetitions if averaging 

hard and easy items led an insignificant value. If a cost for failed repetition does exist, and it has 

been previously wiped out by due to list length or multiple repetition, Experiment 1 may have 

been better able to detect such a cost.  

 A second explanation for the underperformance of missed items would be 

interference. Repetition in the study phase can trigger reminding that will increase the probability 

that an item is later recalled. In A-B, A-D pairs, participants experience interference that lowers 

recall rates if they are not able to recollect an earlier detected change in response (Wahlheim & 

Jacoby, 2013). In this study, one could think of the item-context pairs during study and restudy 

as A-B/A-D pairs, where the cue is the item and the response is the time. Failing to detect the 

change between the study and restudy opportunities then would create two representations of the 

item and associated contexts. When one later uses context cues to retrieve the item, these two 

instances may compete with one another, creating interference.  

 Post hoc analysis excluding memory-for-when items from the primacy region 

suggested that the effect of temporal context on recall may be due merely to the primacy effect. 

Once the first six items of the primacy region were removed, spaced items that had memory-for-

when were no longer recalled significantly more often than spaced items without memory-for-

when. The extent that memory-for-when was a predictor of recall was dependent on the primacy 
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region which suggests that the benefit of memory-for-when may be a primacy effect in disguise. 

Specifically, the primacy region is usually attributed to recency and rehearsal (e.g., Rundus, 

1971; Tan & Ward, 2000), and those items might show enhanced memory-for-when and recall 

because they were rehearsed frequently, not because temporal context memory causes recall. An 

important paper by Tan and Ward (2000) suggested that primacy is caused in part by recency, 

however, as rehearsal repeats items frequently and at the end of the study period. If so, many 

have argued that recency depends on temporal context memory (e.g., Howard, Kahana, & 

Wingfield, 2006), and therefore the result would be consistent with my hypothesis.  

Contrastingly, the source monitoring literature has often argued that item memory can be 

independent from source memory (see Johnson et al., 1993 for a review) and posits that a source 

judgment is made after an item has been identified as old.  In memory-for-when, the temporal 

context aspect of an item’s source judgment is used to identify an item as old and to cue its 

recall. While memory-for-when is a form of source memory, item memory cannot operate 

independently from its temporal cue. Experiment 2 was designed to remove rehearsal and 

thereby unconfound rehearsal frequency and temporal context information. 

Experiment 2  

 Experiment 1 provided preliminary evidence that memory-for-when benefits 

recall, but results from the post-hoc analysis created reasonable concern that this benefit was 

driven entirely by primacy. One possible solution would be to introduce an incidental learning 

task to replace intentional learning from Experiment 1 with incidental learning. Previous studies 

(Mechanic, 1962; Mechanic & D’Andrea, 1966; Mechanic & Mechanic, 1967) have found that a 

main difference between the incidental and intentional learning tasks is how the instructions 

affected the amount of rehearsal of the material. Participants in incidental learning conditions did 
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not expect to be tested and so were less likely to rehearse the material. I expected that removing 

rehearsal through the use of an incidental learning task would yield a serial position curve with 

an extended recency effect. The presence of extended recency would align with findings by  

Marshall & Werder (1972) which sought to observe how the elimination of rehearsal would  

impact primacy and recency effects.  Marshall & Werder (1972) used a word coding task during 

the presentation of word lists to remove the ability for participants to rehearse.  Once rehearsal 

was eliminated, so too was any benefit of primacy on final recall.  Pleasantness ratings have been 

used before to test the effects of incidental learning (e.g., Geiselman et al. 1983; Sahakyan & 

Delaney, 2005). If the primacy effect is -- as Tan and Ward (2000) have argued -- largely driven 

by more frequent rehearsals of items in the primacy region (see also Murdoch, 1962), the 

addition of an incidental learning task where participants are asked to gauge an item’s 

pleasantness should remove the primacy effect and allow for a view of memory-for-when that is 

driven solely by recency and not primacy.   

Method 

Participants. Students from the University of North Carolina Greensboro participated in 

exchange for course credit. Students who have previously participated in a memory-for-when 

study will not eligible to sign up for this study. 

Although the effect size of the first experiment was found to be dz = 0.54, the benefit of 

memory-for-when at repetition on final recall without a primacy effect is unknown. Therefore, 

the same sample size (n = 84) was used in Experiment 2.  The data from 7 participants who did 

not complete the restudy task, as defined by correctly identifying two or fewer items as old or did 

not follow instructions for final recall were replaced.  
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Materials.  The same word pool used in Experiment 1 was also used in Experiment 2.  

Unlike Experiment 1, all participants were tested online (due to COVID-19). 

Procedure. The only deviation from the procedure used in Experiment 1 was a change in 

instructions to convert the study phase into an incidental learning task. When an item was 

presented during the study phase, participants were tasked with rating the item for pleasantness 

via 10-point slider (Figure 9 for a graphic representation). After an item had been rated for 

pleasantness, the next item in the list appeared and the process repeated until the end of the study 

phase. There was no indication that they would be tested on the words later. The restudy phase 

was structured in the same as in Experiment 1 with participants using a slider to indicate where 

in the first list an item indicated as “old” fell.  

Figure 9 Methodology Diagram 

 

Note. Schematic of procedure for Experiment 2. 

Results 

 Experiment 2 repeated the same five analyses as Experiment 1. In two of the 

analyses, repetition effects on final recall and effects of recognition at repetition during the 

restudy phase on final recall now include the new incidental learning task for singleton items. 
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The remaining three, effects of memory-for-when at repetition on final recall, analyses of 

temporal location accuracy and analysis of output order are the same as in Experiment 1. Alpha 

was set to .05.  

Analyses Related to Final Free Recall  

As was with Experiment 1, free recall was scored as correct if the recalled word matches 

a word from either the study or restudy phase, allowing for spelling errors and pluralization. 

Synonyms were counted incorrect. 

Repetition effects on final recall.  Our first analysis addressed the question of whether 

or not repetition increased recall. A within-subjects t-test was used to compare the number of 

correctly recalled spaced items and singleton items on the final free recall test. The effect of 

repetition on proportion final free recall is presented in Figure 10. Spaced items (M = .52, SD = 

.18) were recalled significantly more often than singletons were (M = .26, SD = .13), t(83) = 

9.96, p < .001, dz = 1.66. 
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Figure 10 Repetition Effects on Final Recall 

 

  

Note. Raincloud plot of the proportion recalled on final test as a function of repetition. 

Effects of recognition at repetition during the restudy phase on final recall.  The 

results from Experiment 1 not only replicated existing findings that items which were not 

recognized during the restudy would not receive the benefit of the being a repeated item (e.g. 

Wahlheim et al, 2014), but also that missed items were recalled less often than singletons. The 

next analysis attempted to detect if this pattern would hold true with the addition of an incidental 

learning task. A within-subjects one-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the proportion of 

correctly-called-old spaced, missed (incorrectly-called-new), and singletons recalled during the 

testing phase. This represents the benefit of identifying an item as a repetition. If the benefits of 
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repetition effects are dependent on recognizing if an item has been previously shown, we would 

expect to see significant differences between the correctly-called-old and missed conditions. We 

would also expect that missed items would be recalled at a similar rate to the singletons.  If items 

that were not recognized during the restudy phase performed worse than singleton items, we 

might suspect interference between the presentations was lowering the likelihood of an item 

being recalled.  Twenty-nine participants with a zero-proportion for any of the component item 

types were dropped to avoid divide by zero errors in the analysis. 

Figure 11 shows the results. The within-subjects one-way ANOVA revealed that the 

percentage of recalled items differed significantly between correctly-called-old spaced, 

incorrectly-called-new spaced, and singletons items F(2,126) = 26.74, MSE = .047, p < .001, η2 = 

.25. Correctly-called-old spaced items (M = .48, SD = .17) were recalled significantly more often 

than both incorrectly-called-new spaced items (misses; M = .19, SD = .31), t(54) = 6.40, p < 

.001, dz = 1.18, and singleton items (M = .26, SD = .13), t(54) = 7.23, p < .001, dz = 1.45. 

Singleton items were also not recalled significantly different than incorrectly-called-new spaced 

items, t(54) = 1.35, p = .09, dz = .28.  
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Figure 11 Effects of Recognition at Repetition During the Restudy Phase on Final Recall 

  

Note. Raincloud plot of the proportion recalled on the final free recall test 

Effects of memory-for-when at repetition on final recall.  The next analysis aimed to 

replicate the Experiment 1 finding that a greater proportion of items with memory-for-when will 

be recalled than items without memory-for-when. A within-subjects t-test was used to compare 

the proportion of spaced items correctly recalled on the final free recall test for items whose 

location in the study phase are correctly identified (plus or minus two items) and items whose 

locations in the study phase are not correctly identified. Only items that were correctly called old 

were used in the analysis. Spaced items with correct memory-for-when (M = .58, SD = .26) were 
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recalled significantly more often than spaced items without correct memory-for-when (M = .50, 

SD = .19), t(83) = 2.66, p =.009, dz = 0.34. See Figure 12 for means and distributions. 

Figure 12 Effects of Memory-For-When at Repetition on Final Recall 

 

Note. Raincloud plot of the proportions of items recognized as old during the restudy 

phase on final recall. 

Analyses of Temporal Accuracy 

Experiment 2 also aimed to replicate the findings of Experiment 1 in reporting the 

correlation between the input location and the average guessed temporal location for studied 

items. Experiment 2 again followed Hintzman and Block’s (1971) method of correlating each 

temporal response with the original-list input position. A low correlation would imply that 
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people lack the ability to recall where an item is in a list. A high correlation would indicate the 

ability to accurately recall the location of previously shown items.  

Figure 13 plots the average guessed position for each item as a function of its serial 

position. The analysis of temporal location accuracy found a high correlation between the 

average position in memory for when judgments for each item and its actual position, r(23) = 

.93, p < .001,. An autocorrelation analysis of the position to position error found an r(21) = .29, 

p = .17, correlation between the error of one position and the next, providing no evidence of 

deviation from linearity. 
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Figure 13 Temporal Location Accuracy 

 

Note. Scatter plot of mean position guessed by people indicating memory-for-when as a 

function of actual serial position.  

 

Analyses of Output Order 

To test whether items with memory-for-when were recalled earlier on the final recall test, 

I used a procedure developed by Bjork and Whitten (1974) to calculate output position 

percentiles. We would expect this to be true if memory-for-when represents context strength. 

The primary question of interest is whether or not items with memory-for-when are 

output earlier than other items called old during the study phase. As in Experiment 1, the 
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analyses of output order did not indicate that items that with memory-for-when (M = .50, SD = 

.19) were output earlier than items that solely identified as old (M = .53, SD = .10), t(75) = 1.31, 

p = .10, dz = 0.24, although the results were in the predicted direction. 

Analysis of Serial Position  

Serial position curves for all items and for the subset of items displaying memory-for-

when were plotted to informally examine if the proportion of items with memory-for-when were 

evenly distributed now that temporal information was encoded incidentally. Figure 14 shows the 

serial position function of the study phase and gives evidence of at least a single item primacy. 

Figure 15 shows the serial position function for the restudy phase and reflects a recency effect 

for restudied items. As was with Experiment 1, items showing memory-for-when were 

distributed approximately uniformly across Figure 15. 
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Figure 14 Serial Position During Study Phase 

 

Note.  Bar graph of the proportion of participants who recalled an item at each item 

position 

Figure 15 Serial Position During Restudy Phase 

 

Note. Bar graph of the proportion of participants who recalled an item at each item 

position during the restudy phase. 
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Once concern derived from these Figures is that any observed benefit of memory-for-

when shows primacy and free recall shows better memory for items in the primacy region. 

Therefore, the benefit of memory-for-when may be due to the confounding of the primacy region 

which is driving the effect. After removing the first 6 items (which made up the primacy region), 

a post hoc t-test was run to compare items with memory-for-when (M = .39, SD = .35) and 

correctly called old items without memory-for-when (M = .39, SD = .27), which did not produce 

a significant difference in the likelihood of recall, t(83) = -0.07, p = .94, dz = 0.00.1 

  

 

1
 A graphic representation of memory-for-when at different range tolerances (perfect, ±2, ±5) for both 

experiments has been made available in the appendices. Tables of Means and Standard Deviations for both 

experiments are also available in the appendices. 
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CHAPTER III: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Discussion  

 The primary purpose of Experiment 2 was to test whether removing rehearsal 

would eliminate the benefit of having memory-for-when. This was accomplished by replacing 

the intentional study task from Experiment 1 with an incidental learning task in Experiment 2. I 

argued that removing rehearsal of temporal context by introducing a pleasantness rating task 

would yield a serial position curve with an extended recency effect.  The recency region in 

Experiment 2 (Figure 15 did extend further than in Experiment 1 (Figure 6B) beginning 14 items 

earlier than in Experiment 1.  

 A post-hoc analysis excluding the first six items -- which corresponded to the 

primacy region in Experiment 1 -- suggested that even with the introduction of an incidental 

learning task, any benefit to having memory-for-when was tied to the primacy region. Once the 

first six items were removed, spaced items that had memory-for-when were no longer recalled 

significantly more often than spaced items without memory-for-when. As was with Experiment 

1, the extent that memory-for-when was a predictor of recall was dependent on the primacy 

region. 

 Experiment 2 did not replicate the finding that unrecognized repetitions were less 

likely to be recalled in comparison to baseline singleton items. One possibility for the failure to 

replicate would be that the number of dropped participants (25 more than in Experiment 1) 

reduced the ability to detect an interaction. The shape of and direction of the data for missed 

items is similar across both Experiments 1 and 2 even though an interaction was detected for 

only Experiment 1.  
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General Discussion 

 This work was motivated by an attempt to observe the effects of recollecting an 

item’s temporal context when it is repeated. Temporal context plays a central role in many 

contemporary theories of memory, such as TCM (Howard & Kahana, 2002), SAM/REM 

(Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981; Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997), and some theories about the benefits 

of spacing and testing (Lehman et al. 2014; Roediger & Karpicke, 2011) and directed forgetting 

(for recent reviews, see Delaney et al., 2020; Sahakyan et al., 2013). However, it has not been 

possible to directly assess whether people have stored mental context or not, because it is 

typically an unobservable theoretical entity whose existence can only be assumed, not observed. 

The present paper attempted to change that by asking people to provide memory-for-when 

judgments for items they had previously studied. 

Perhaps the most important difference in the design of the current study from that of 

previous experiments involving temporal judgments is the use of MFW (see Hintzman; 2001, 

2010). Contextual associations are thought to serve as cues that aid in the navigation to and 

retrieval of items from memory.  Findings from Hintzman (2001) show that we are sensitive to 

temporal context memory or at least the difference in being able to recall an item versus being 

familiar.  When an item is presented, it is encoded along with distinct temporal information that 

can be used as a cue to distinguish between multiple presentations of the same item.  

The present study used a measure of MFW and tested the prediction that an item with 

access to temporal context via MFW should have higher rates of later recall. Experiment 1 tasked 

participants to report if an item was old or not, and if it was old, then they made a judgment of 

when in the first list the item appeared. As I predicted, items for which participants had MFW 

outperformed items that were correctly identified as old but that lacked MFW.    
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 However, one concern was that most of the items with MFW in Experiment 1 fell 

within the primacy region. This raised the possibility that the relationship between MFW and 

later recall was spurious and was driven solely by the confound of having both better MFW for 

early items on the list (thanks to the distinctiveness of those items), and having higher recall for 

the primacy region (thanks to rehearsal). Consistent with this explanation, once the primacy 

region was removed the statistical difference between having temporal access via MFW was no 

longer significant. However, even with the removal of rehearsal, Experiment 2 showed that the 

benefit of having MFW was limited to the primacy region. Experiment 2 introduced an 

incidental learning task that eliminated rehearsal, and so should have mostly eliminated the 

portion of the primacy effect driven by rehearsal (cf. Wixted & McDowell, 1989). Even when 

encoded incidentally, items that had accurate access to their temporal context received 

approximately the same benefit to later recall that was seen in Experiment 1.  

Surprisingly, the results of Experiment 2 showed that the benefit of MFW was still tied to 

and did not extend past the primacy region even after removal of rehearsal. The persistence of 

primacy in the second experiment is consistent with earlier findings by Tan and Ward (2000) 

which suggest that primacy items have an advantage in recall due to temporal distinctiveness. 

 If, as argued by Tan and Ward, a strong attachment to context leads to better recall, we would 

expect the primacy region to only consist of items that show a strong connection to context. 

When rehearsal was removed in Experiment 2, the first item showed the greatest boost from 

primacy and also had the highest proportion of both MFW and recall. 

Relationship to Memory Theories Grounded in Mental and Temporal Context 

 The major finding from the current study may help to answer the question of why 

some repetitions are more beneficial than others and suggests that access to an item’s temporal 
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context may be linked its benefit. The study found that spaced items where a person can recollect 

the earlier temporal context are more useful than items that are identified as old but do not have 

access to explicit temporal information. Some theories of spacing suggest that people must be 

able to create a representation that connects the individual repetitions in a manner that supports 

recall (Delaney et al., 2010; Hintzman, 2004, 2010; Wahlheim et al., 2014) The benefit of 

previous repetitions has previously been shown to be dependent on the recognition of the 

repetition as being old (Asch, 1969; Bellezza et al., 1975; Melton, 1967; Thios & D’Agostino, 

1976; Wahlheim et al. 2014). Taken together, Experiments 1 and 2 further suggest that explicit 

access to an item’s temporal context provides a benefit to memory that is above and beyond 

simply recognizing an item as old.  

Context-based theories of repetition suggest that an item is linked to contextual 

information that is encoded along with the target item.  Temporal context specifically has been 

theorized to have a central role during retrieval, as we often use temporal context as a cue to 

distinguish relevant and current information from older, less-relevant information. An item’s 

specific context can be used for navigation and provides a useful way to search memory. 

Hintzman and Block (1971, 1973) suggested that the occurrence of a spaced repetition is 

represented in memory by a distinctive time tag or retrievable quantity. The existence of unique 

temporal markers for each item/repetition would explain peoples’ ability to mentally distinguish 

and later recollect multiple presentations of the same item. If an item existed in memory as a 

single presentation which was constantly updated, we would not expect a person to be able to 

recall specific aspects of separate repetitions of the item, yet in these studies, people were able to 

differentiate between repetitions and retrieve context information that was unique to a specific 

presentation. My finding that items with MFW show better memory than items recognized as old 
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but lacking MFW is consistent with Hintzman and Block’s (1971) assertion that people can 

distinguish repetitions on the basis of the time at which they were encountered.  

The implied role of temporal context in free recall would also be consistent with several 

theoretical accounts of repetition effects such as TCM (Howard & Kahana, 2002), and 

SAM/REM (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981; Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997). Both of these theories 

predict that items with a greater connection to temporal context are more likely to be 

recalled. Unlike other forms of context information such as the color of a word or its 

background, access to an item’s temporal position is harder to gauge.  Hintzman and Block 

(1971) tasked participants to judge an item’s temporal position by showing a 55-item word list. 

During the testing phase, participants had to first identify an item as old before moving on to 

making a temporal judgment using 1-10 “zones” to indicate when they thought the item 

appeared. The zones served to measure by the ability to access temporal context by proxy. If an 

individual could not remember which zone an item was located it would be reasonable to assume 

they did not have access to that item’s temporal context. 

  The SAM and REM models provide good explanations for the benefits of having 

MFW. In SAM (e.g., Malmberg & Shiffrin, 2005; Raaijmakers and Shiffrin, 1981), items are 

represented as memory traces that contain item, associative, and contextual information. 

Retrieval of an item is assumed to be based on retrieval cues, including temporal context 

information. Another assumption made is that the recall of an item is dependent on the cue’s 

associative strength, and when a studied item is repeated people may retrieve, thus strengthening, 

the trace of a previous presentation. The REM model (see Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997) separates 

itself SAM by including that item features and context features are assumed to be paired which 

would make it possible to retrieve temporal context given the item. One would use the test items 
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features to find a matching item-context pair in memory which would also generate the item’s 

context. The benefit of having MFW can be viewed as the benefit of having a memory trace that 

contains a strong association with temporal context. Following the assumption that item-context 

pairs are reversible, access explicit temporal context would also imply access to the associated 

item. 

 The ability to measure the quality of an item’s connection to its temporal context 

and the finding that items with MFW are more readily recalled than items without MFW shares 

some similarities with the Memory for Change framework (Jacoby et al., 2015; Wahlheim & 

Jacoby, 2013; Wahlheim et al., 2019). Wahlheim and Jacoby (2013) posited that when reminded 

of an item’s previous occurrence the information from the first representation is “included” in the 

second representation.  An item is linked to the context of each repetition. When an item is 

shown and then subsequently shown a second time the individual is reminded of the first 

repetition to bridge the two.  In A-B, A-D word pairs, items were more likely to be recalled if the 

participant was able to detect and recall the change from B to D. Conversely participants 

experienced interference when unable to detect said change. The findings from the present 

experiment also observe the trend of facilitation or proactive interference depending on the 

recognition of a repetition moreover, singleton items were recalled more often than missed 

spaced items. Wahlheim et al. (2019) found a similar effect when testing the benefits of 

reminders and memory for change. When participants were unable to detect a change from A-B 

to A-D, they experienced interference and were less likely to recall the original word pair. What 

is unique about the present study is rather than having A-B, A-D word pairs where two items are 

paired together, here an item is competing against itself and the time the item was presented. 

When participants were able to detect and recollect the temporal change via MFW, the items 
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were recalled more often than items without an accurate temporal recollection which was 

recalled more than items that did not detect a temporal change.  

 The idea that repetitions are connected through reminders of previous repetitions 

is also similar to theories of repetition effects advanced by Delaney et al. (2010) and theories of 

testing effects advanced by Karpicke et al. (2014). Delaney et al. (2010) proposed that the 

benefits of spaced repetitions are tied to the retrieval of previous presentations which leads to the 

encoding of additional context. Therefore, presentations with strong access to context (and 

diverse context such as long lags in spacing) receive a greater benefit from spacing. Lehman et 

al. (2014) found support for the episodic context account which assumes that retrieval of a 

repetition improves the ability to guide the memory search of future tests by altering the 

representation of episodic context.  Lehman et al. tasked participants with studying multiple 

word lists and compared the final recall of those with elaborative and retrieval practice 

conditions and found significantly greater recall for participants who practiced by recalling the 

words they had just practiced.  

Testing MFW is similar to Tuliving’s RK paradigm but has advantages over traditional 

distinctions. In MFW, participants have the ability to prove if they know an item and to make 

sure that their decision is not just based on familiarity. Tasking participants to indicate where in a 

list an item appeared before a final recall test gives an explicit non-subjective criterion that 

would be harder to explain as certain items surpassing the signal strength criteria needed to be 

marked as R.  

 Tulving’s (1985) remember- know (RK) paradigm was introduced to measure 

different states of awareness that underlie memory retrieval. Participants were asked during a 

memory experiment to indicate how they judged a previously studied item. Participants were 
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asked if they “knew” an item was old or if they were able to “remember” details about its earlier 

presentation. In the dual-process interpretation of the RK paradigm, R and K are assumed to 

reflect different forms of memory retrieval. Jacoby, Yonelinas, and Jennings (1997) proposed 

that the underlying memory processes in the RK paradigm could be identified as recollection and 

familiarity. Other researchers have suggested that R and K responses reflect varying levels of 

confidence within memory retrieval (e.g., Donaldson, 1996; Hirshman, 1998; Inoue & Bellezza, 

1998). In the signal detection interpretation, the judgment of “remembering” or “knowing” a 

previous item is dependent on two sets of criteria. If an item meets the more stringent criterion, 

then participants give a R response, while items that only pass the less stringent criterion are 

marked as K.  

Is MFW Just the Testing Effect? 

 Whiffen and Karpicke (2017) conducted a study similar to ours aimed at 

explaining why the testing effect occurs, arguing that it emerges from retrieval of context 

information during testing. Their study tasked participants to study word lists, and later make 

forced-choice judgments about which list the item was originally presented in. Participants asked 

to do this list-discrimination task showed higher recall for tested items compared to items that 

were merely restudied. List discrimination also had comparable memory benefits to performing 

other deep encoding tasks during restudy, such as rating pleasantness and making a category 

judgment. However, items in the list discrimination condition saw the greatest temporal 

clustering on a final free recall test, suggesting that thinking about which list an item occurred in 

also influenced the recall of nearby items.  

 Our results are quite consistent with the episodic context account of testing as 

well. When we asked people to retrieve not just list membership but specific details about MFW, 
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we found that the items for which they had MFW were recalled far better than those that did not 

(but were still recognized as old). This extends the findings from Whiffen and Karpicke (2017) 

by showing that it is not just a between-subjects effect driven by testing (or lack thereof) that 

occurs on a list-by-list basis; successful retrieval of MFW context information is associated with 

later recall of the items for which MFW was correctly identified. Moreover, the effect could not 

be attributed solely to the primacy effect (which was not ruled out in Whiffen and Karpicke 

[2017]). 

Does Temporal Context Usually Matter for Repetition, or Is It Just Because We Asked? 

 While we have assumed that MFW is encoded and used automatically, one 

obvious concern about the current studies is that we asked participants for explicit judgments of 

MFW, and perhaps they used this information only because I asked them about it. In the source 

monitoring framework, recollective aspects of memory can be strengthened during an initial 

testing phase (Johnson et al., 1993).  Brewer et al. (2010) showed that testing specific contextual 

aspects, such as the gender of a speaker or temporal judgments can enhance recall. However, in 

the current experiment, the act of testing MFW could not have created the benefit in recall as 

whatever information was used to generate MFW judgments was already present in the task, and 

not a new cue that was added later. All items were tested for MFW but only the items with 

accurate temporal placement received a benefit. If the observed benefits of having MFW can be 

attributed to simply adding an additional temporal retrieval cue during the restudy phase we 

would have expected to see a difference in recall. 

While my results do not give a definitive answer, there is evidence to suggest that the use 

of temporal context is obligatory. First, it would be remarkable if participants were not storing 

and later accessing temporal context considering that they were able to complete the task. They 
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had no warning that they “should” store temporal context, and yet were able to retrieve it. I did 

not add anything during the initial study phase that would signal a need to encode temporal 

context, implying that they did so automatically (see also Hintzman & Block, 1971).  Secondly, 

any alternative explanation would need to include the presence/persistence of the primacy 

region. As mentioned before, one prediction for Experiment 2 was the near-elimination of the 

primacy region with the introduction of the incidental learning task. Figures 12 and 13A show 

that the primacy region is still present for at least the first items and then disappears through the 

list as items are not rehearsed to the degree necessary for a contextual advantage. The persistence 

of the primacy region without rehearsal aligns with research which has also found evidence that 

primacy persists to a weak degree even under incidental learning conditions (see Wixted & 

McDowell, 1989). The change in spacing also agrees with what would be expected based on Tan 

and Ward’s (2000) recency-based account of primacy.  According to Tan & Ward (2000), the 

primacy effect is due to recent and frequent rehearsals of earlier items which give them a 

contextual advantage. Once rehearsal was removed with the introduction of the incidental 

learning task, the size of the primacy region shortened which suggests that the effect of primacy 

may be magnified by rehearsal.  The presence of primacy in the current study suggests that that 

context-based information is still being encoded and also mirrors the early findings by Hintzman 

and Block (1971) where temporal judgments are the most accurate near the start of the list. 

Temporal primacy was later argued by Hintzman (2010) as being caused by rapid changes in 

mental context at the start of the test. Alternatively, participants could be using the start and end 

of the word list as landmarks to gauge an item’s position.  

Unlike Whiffen and Karpicke (2017), we did not introduce multiple lists as a cue prior to 

asking about MFW. This implies that MFW had to be encoded automatically during list study 
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and did not reflect a new cue (list membership) that was made salient during initial study. If 

MFW were not normally part of our encoding processes, why would it be encoded without 

knowing that MFW would be tested? 

 Along the same lines, one final piece of evidence that people use temporal context 

automatically is the consistency in the benefit of MFW. Experiment 2 used pleasantness ratings 

during the study phase to make any encoded temporal context incidental. Even with the removal 

of the primacy region, the proportion of items with MFW recalled remained stable (increasing 

from M = .55 to M = .58) while the overall proportion of recall for spaced repetitions increased 

from M = .40 to M = .52 in Experiment 2. This change was driven by an increase in the number 

of hits without MFW; likely due to the addition of the ratings of pleasantness task which would 

have provided participants in Experiment 2 with an additional cue to recall the items.  If asking 

people to recall MFW was simply giving a new retrieval cue we would have expected to see a 

change in the proportion of items with MFW recalled in the incidental learning condition. 

Instead, the lack of change for those items with an additional cue is consistent with people using 

it in both studies. A future experiment could further test the effects of a MFW task on recall by 

directly comparing the results of two groups, one where participants are tasked if identifying an 

item in the second list as old or new and the other with the old/new distinction plus MFW. This 

experiment would be able to quantify the benefit, if any, that asking if an item has MFW on 

recall. 
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CHAPTER IV: CONCLUSION  

 The question of why we benefit from a repetition and why all repetitions are not 

made equal has been a fundamental question about memory. The overarching goal of the current 

study was to investigate the role of temporal context and if the connection to an item’s temporal 

context matters. My findings suggest that access to temporal context and the ability to recall 

“when” an item appeared is associated with an increased likelihood of future recall in the 

primacy region. The memory advantage tied to MFW captures mainly the primacy region and 

not recency; which would be expected if the benefit of MFW is simple context effect. Instead, 

my findings suggest that something is special about the start of the list that shows a memory 

advantage tied to MFW. 
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APPENDIX A: RESEARCH ASSISTANT SCRIPT 

Study phase: “You will soon view a list of words please try to remember these words for 

a later memory test.” 

Restudy phase: “You will soon view a list of words. For each word please indicate if the 

item is new or if it has been previously shown. You will have the option to check “New or Old” 

after the item has been presented. If the item is old you will also indicate via slider where in the 

previous list you believe the item was. A check box will also be provided if you have no idea 

where in the list the item occurred. Points will be awarded for correctly stating if the item was 

new or old and additional points can be awarded for correctly stating the item’s position in the 

list. A quarter point can be earned by checking the “no idea” option.” 

Testing phase: “For the final task you will have four minutes to recall as many words as 

you can from any part of the experiment. You will be awarded points for each correct answer.” 
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APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE OF SLIDER 

.
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APPENDIX C: EFFECTS OF ACCURATE MEMORY FOR WHEN AT REPETITION ON 

FINAL RECALL FOR DIFFERENT RANGES E1 

. 

Note. Raincloud plot of the proportions of items recognized as old with MFW at three 

different tolerances during the restudy phase on final recall.  
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APPENDIX D: EFFECTS OF INACCURATE MEMORY FOR WHEN AT REPETITION ON 

FINAL RECALL FOR DIFFERENT RANGES E1  

 

Note. Raincloud plot of the proportions of items recognized as old without MFW at three 

different tolerances during the restudy phase on final recall. 
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APPENDIX E: EFFECTS OF ACCURATE MEMORY FOR WHEN AT REPETITION ON 

FINAL RECALL FOR DIFFERENT RANGES E2  

 

Note. Raincloud plot of the proportions of items recognized as old with MFW at three 

different tolerances during the restudy phase on final recall. 
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APPENDIX F: EFFECTS OF INACCURATE MEMORY FOR WHEN AT REPETITION ON 

FINAL RECALL FOR DIFFERENT RANGES E2  

 

Note. Raincloud plot of the proportions of items recognized as old without MFW at three 

different tolerances during the restudy phase on final recall.  
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APPENDIX G: PROPORTION RECALLED MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR 

RECALL CONDITION E1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. Results for Experiment 1.   

  

Condition M SD 

Spaced 0.40 0.21 

Singleton 0.28 0.18 

Hits with MFW 0.55 0.32 

Hits without MFW 0.39 0.24 

Missed 0.19 0.27 
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APPENDIX H: PROPORTION RECALLED MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR 

RECALL CONDITION E2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. Results for Experiment 2. 

 

Condition M SD 

Spaced 0.52 0.18 

Singleton 0.26 0.13 

Hits with MFW 0.58 0.26 

Hits without  MFW 0.50 0.19 

Missed 0.13 0.27 


